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TACTICAL ADDITIONS

D |  RHINO GRIP FLEX 3.0

21571 Durable, reinforced mounting base built to carry gear such as Fire Extinguishes ( up to 3 1/4” in diameter),water jugs, extra belts, shovels and 
misc. Mounts to flat surfaces or round tubes using bolts or hose clamps. Sold in pairs

C  |  UNIVERSAL ANTENNA MAG MOUNT
2879482 This antenna platform can be mounted to various parts of the roll cage, and the flat surface allows for mounting of a wide variety of antennas

F  |  IR LIGHT (MRZR GAS MODEL ONLY)

4011504 Adventure lights stealth illuminator IR light is compact, robust, flexible and waterproof

I   |  RECTANGULAR SIDE MIRRORS
2881622 Folding side mirrors feature a ball socket joint for adjustable viewing angles. Mounts directly to factory roll cage for a clean installation

J   |  FOLDING SIDE MIRRORS 
2881198 These mirrors feature breakaway hinge mounts allowing them to resist breaking. Mounts directly to the ROPS

G |  IR LIGHT (MRZR D ONLY)

4016318 Baja Designs Squadron IR light is compact, robust, flexible and waterproof. The MRZR D version also features an on/off switch

H  |  1/2 WINDSHIELD
2879493 The half windshield helps direct wind and dust away from the occupants seated inside the cab, and can be installed or removed quickly w/o tools

MAINTENANCE & SUSTAINMENT
K  |  MRZR GAS BATTERY DISCONNECT KIT 

2882081 Disconnect all power with the flip of a switch to prevent dead batteries

L  |  MRZR GAS MODEL SPARE TIRE ASSEMBLY
1522626-686 Standard MRZR tire with Polaris Beadlock rim

P  |  MRZR GAS HEAVY DUTY SERVICE KIT (NOT PICTURED)

2205020
Kit includes: Extreme Duty Oil Change Kits 1.5 QTS (8), Rim Valves (5), Inner Halfshaft Boot (3), Outer Halfshaft Boot (3), Brake Pad Assemblies – 
1.375 (4 kits of 2), Brake Pad Assemblies – 1. 5 (2 kits of 4), Spark Plugs – 10mm (pack of 4), Drive Belts (2), Outer Clutch Cover Seal (3), Intake 
Filter Assemblies (8), Rear Brake Disc (2), Beadlock Wheel Assembly (1), Front Halfshaft (1), Rear Halfshaft (1) 

R  |  MRZR COVERS
2880824 (MRZR 2)
2880825 (MRZR 4)

Made of a durable Sand 600D solution dyed polyester with 3 easily accessible straps and a ratchet in the  
rear to confidently secure to the vehicle. Cover fits both gas and diesel models

O  |  MRZR GAS LIGHT DUTY SERVICE KIT (NOT PICTURED)

2205021 Kit includes: Micron Oil Filters (pack of 4), Brake Pad Assemblies – 1.5 (kit of 2), Brake Pad Assemblies – 1.375 (8), Spark Plugs – 10mm (4), 
Drive Belts – 10.5 (2), Intake Filter Assemblies (4), In Line Fuel Filters (4)

Q  |  MRZR D LIGHT DUTY SERVICE KIT (NOT PICTURED)

2206135 Kit Includes: Brake Pad Assemblies – 1.375 (4 kits of 2), Air Filter (4), Drive Belt (2), Oil Cartridge (4), Glow Plug (4), Fuel / Water Separator Filter (4)

N  |  ADDITIONAL ON-VEHICLE STORAGE BAG 
2204782 Bag is made up of a 600D UV coated poly with a water-resistant backer, perfect for storage of tools and various other items.  STANDARD WITH MRZR GAS

S  |  MRZR JACK AND MOUNT KIT

2881027 Sized for the MRZR, this 36" Hi-Lift® UTV Jack is built specifically for off-road repairs. This lightweight jack can also be kept readily available with 
the on-vehicle mounting kit for easy access and storage

M  |  MRZR-D SPARE TIRE ASSEMBLY  
1522922-686  With Polaris Beadlock rim 

MRZR® MISSION CONFIGURATION
MODULAR OPTIONS FOR MISSION VERSATILITY

PART #S, DESCRIPTIONS, AND PICTURES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE

B  |  RHINO GRIP ASM (NOT PICTURED)

2205045 Kit of two Rhino grips for one weapon that can be mounted to any round tube. Kit also includes the Polaris Engineered mounting bracket for 
mounting between the seats if preferred. Suited for M4, AR-15, and M-16 sized weapons.

A  |  WEAPON STORAGE KIT  
2879537 (GAS)

2883233 (DIESEL)
Kit of two grips for one weapon that can be mounted to any round tube. Kit also includes the Polaris Engineered mounting bracket for 
mounting between the seats if preferred. Suited for M4, AR-15, and M-16 sized weapons.

E |  RAM UNIVERSAL DEVICE HOLDER

2879596 The universal holder is designed to hold a large amount of cell phones and electronic devices. A flexible mounting system allows it to be placed on 
various parts of the vehicle, including the roll cage.
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CARGO & STORAGE
T  |  HEADACHE NET (MRZR D2 AND MRZR D4 ONLY)

2879640 (MRZR GAS), 2883323 (MRZR D) Protects driver and passenger from off-road hazards and cargo shifting in the rear box

W   |  REPLACEMENT SEAT – PADDED BUCKET SEAT

2879618  Use for rear-facing or forward facing seat placements

X  |  REAR FACING SEAT MOUNTING KIT 

2879538  Kit contains a foot rest, a pair of head rests, a pair of seat belts and seat mounting hardware

Y  |  CARGO BED RING KIT – 4 RINGS 

2879897  Bed rings create additional heavy duty tie-down points and easily install into pre-existing holes

Z  |  CARGO PLATE     

2883038 Easily clips in place of a seat to add additional cargo space when needed; weight rated at 150 lbs. (68 KG)

BB  |  SPARE TIRE HOLDER  

2879785
Carry a spare tire in up to four locations on the outside rails of cargo bed with our modular holders, allowing ultimate modularity 
and maximized cargo space. The holders are secured to the anti-rattle brackets which lowers vibrations and allows the holders to be 
installed and removed in a few seconds. Spare tire holder does not include spare tire.

CC  |  FUEL / WATER CAN HOLDER 

2879784
Carry a fuel/water can in up to four locations on the outside rails of cargo bed with our modular holders, allowing ultimate modularity 
and maximized cargo space. The holders are secured to the anti-rattle brackets which lowers vibrations and allows the holders to be 
installed and removed in a few seconds. Holder does not include the water or fuel can.

EE  |  CARGO NET FROM BEDNET® - 32" X 43"

2880822 Secure loads quickly and effectively with this durable Cargo Net from Bednet®. Constructed of polyester seatbelt webbing, coated steel 
hooks and nylon buckles, these dependable nets are also easy to use with four adjustable straps integrated into the net

AA  |  L-TRACK TIE-DOWN

2877817 Single stud fitting is designed to be used with L-track  to create a secure tie-down point quickly. The  O-track anchor ring measures 34 mm and  accepts 
a wide variety of hooks, snaps, and straps. Once installed, it can handle 2,200 straight pull and 1,750 side pull. Two tie-down rings per package.

DD  |  NALGENE WATER BOTTLE POUCH

2687229 Pouch is MOLLE compatible and attaches securely to the ROPS

V  |  REPLACEMENT SEAT - TACTICAL BACK + CUSHIONED BOTTOM 

2880906 Combines added padding of the bucket seat design with the increased space offered by a tactical backrest

U  |  MRZR LITTER MOUNT KIT (MRZR GAS MODEL ONLY) 

2880256 Kit is capable of supporting one or two NATO litters to transport personnel in the modular cargo area (MRZR 2 is only capable of 
carrying one litter) Litter mounts standard on MRZR D models.

FF  |  MRZR CARGO PLATFORM DIVIDER (MRZR GAS MODEL ONLY)

2859158 Prevents loose cargo from entering cab

GG  |  MRZR / MRZR D2 MOLLE ROOF

2859156 (GAS), 2882566 (DIESEL) Protect passengers from the elements with this durable MOLLE roof

HH  |  MRZR 4 AND MRZR D4 MOLLE ROOF

2859156 (GAS FRONT), 2859161 (GAS REAR), 
2859156 (DIESEL FRONT), 2882568 (DIESEL REAR)

Protect passengers from the elements with this durable two-piece MOLLE roof

TOWING & RECOVERY

JJ  |  MRZR PINTLE HITCH

2202877 This pintle hitch inserts into 2" receivers. The kit includes pintle hook, clip, and pin. Kit does not include the 2" ball (2877603).

KK  |  BOLT-ON RUBBER WINCH STOP     

85080 Two-piece design installs easily around winch cable or rope. For use with steel or synthetic cables up to 1/2" diameter. 

II  |  AR2M SYNTHETIC WINCH ROPE KIT (NOT PICTURED)

2883330 Kit includes 1/4" diameter blue dyneema synthetic rope (50 ft in length), steel thimble and 5 ft chafe guard and factor  
55 splicer - black 7000 lbs min. breaking strength / 8600 lbs avg. breaking strength.

PART #S, DESCRIPTIONS, AND PICTURES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE


